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In the past ten years, research on cheating and resistance to

deviation in children has become more experieuntal as Cistinct froo

correlational in nature. The role of punishment in suppressing

cheating ha;: been given the oost attention. The typical procedure

that is eoployed, for exaople in the s:aidies by Aronfree.d. (1963) and

Parke and Walters (1967), consists of four steps: first, the child

is presente: with pairs of toys differing in attractiveness and is

told that certain toys should not be touches. Second, over a number

of training trials the child is asked to choose one of the toys from

each pair and describe it. Thirrl, if the child picks the more

attractive of the two, punish_ient is a.1,AinisLerec: in the for,' of a

loud buzzer and/or a verbal reprimand. Finally, a test period

iomediately follows in which the experienter exits on a pretext

leaving the child alone with two or more toys. The freouency and

duration of the child's manipulation of prohibited toys are taken as

measures of suppression.

When one examines the studies using such a proced:.ure, factors

which lit:it the interpretation of results becooe evi:ent. In the

first place, measures of the child's ability to discriminate between

prohibited and nonprohibited toys are lacking. Secondly, the testing

QD 1 This paper was presented at the Eastern Psychological Association
CD Convention in New York, 1971. The project was supported by a Rental
CD retardation Project Grant (idR. 02003) and by lirdoch Center, a state

institution for the mentally retarded. in North Carolina. The authors
c_r)

express their appreciation to J.S. Birnbrauer for his helpful comments
and suggestions.
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period is brief and is only ad linistered once leaving open to question

the reliability and du::ability of ex.perLaental effects. Finally,

although Iaanipulation of both prohibited and nonprohibited toys is

recorded, analysis of the latter, manipulation of nonprohibited toys,

is rarely include:_. The present study employs a procedure CeviseC by

Burchard (1970) which eliminates these interpretative difficulties

1) by assessing the subject's ability to discri!Anate prohibited from

nonprohibited behavior, 2) by repeatedly administering the test condition,

and 3) by analyzing both prohibited and nonprohibited-behavior. Our

purpose was to determine how the suppression resulting from surveillance

compares with the suppression that may be produced by punishment with

specific regard to the duration of suppression and qualitative and

quantitative changes in the nonprohibited response.

The subject was brought to a room similar to the one depicted in

Fig. 1 and was introduce to the experimental task in the context of

a game. He was told that lifting the liC on the box marked "A" would

reveal whethe:: an enclosed light was on or off. The experimenter then

explaine- that if he presse -:. the button on the panel marked "C" while the

light in the box was on, a green light above the button would flash

indicating that he had ilaZe a correct response. If, however, he

pressed the button when the light in the box was off, a red light would

flash signifying an incorrect response. The schedule which controlled

the light in the box was a DRI, 15 sec., 5 sec. limited hold. In other

words, after 15 sec. of no button presses, the light in the box came

on and stayed on for 5 sec. or until a button press was mace. The first

button press within this 5 sec. period always produced the green light

flash and reset the timer cmtrolling the light in the box; thus, only

one correct response was possible during the time in
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the box was on. LuilLcn pi:ossos 12::io;: to Ctle ;:ncot of the light in the

box, that is, incor.reoL responses, also resec. the ti.Ler controlling the

light anL1 thus eelaye the light's onset. If no button presses were made

during the 5 sec. in which the light was on, the light went off and did

not come on again until 15 sec. elapsed without a button press.

Once the subject ::emonstratee his understanding of the task, the

experimenter brought to his attention a green and a yellow light, not

shown in the figure. These were mounted on the wall facing the subject.

The experimenter explained that when the green light was on, he would

get a candy and a token, from the chute marked D, every ti.e he made

a correct response. If the yellow light was on, however, a correct

response would produce a candy and token only 'once in awhile'.

Specifically, the green light indicatee a schedule of continuous

reinforce:ent or crf sche:ule while the yellow light ineicated a

va 4 or variable ratio schedule of reinforcement during which reinforce-

,Aent followed., on the average, four correct responses.

Up to tnis point the subject couldn't do anything wrong; thus, a

prohibition was introduce-,"; the subject was told thatwhen either the

green or the yellow light was on, he was not to use the lie but rather

had to guess when the light in the box was on. The only tine he was

percitued to use the to look for the light in the box was when both

schedule lights were off. Therefore, anytime the subject raised the lid

of the box when either the green or the yellow light was on, he was

,raking a prohibited or 'cheating" response. This assumes the subject

has understood the instructions. We will examine this assuzlption later

in our discussion of the results.

Following these instructions, the experimenter left the subject

telling hill to go ahead and play the game. Programming and recording



equipment was located in a room adjacent to ne subject's. During the

course of this study, both surveillance, in the form of a human observer,

and punishment, in the form of response cost, were manipulate.

Two boys residing in an institution for the mentally retarded

participated in this study. Both were involveLT in a special training pro-

gram based on a token economy. Subject 1 was 13 years old and had an

IQ of 64 as measured by the WAIS. He was functioning academically at

the third grade level and had a history of antisocial behavior which

include& assaulting peers, theft from staff and peers, and numerous

unauthorized institution leaves. His performance is shown in Fig. 2.

The ordinate indicates the number of trials, that is, the number of

correct and incorrect responses that were made with the lid raised.

The numbers on the abscissa refer to consecutive schedule components.

The schedule of components:: for each session began with a training

component, indicated by squares, during which tire both the green and

the yellow lights were off and lifting the lid was permitted. Following

this training component, a crf component, shown as triangles, alternated

with a VR component, shown as circles. Crf and V components were in

effect twice per session. Although crf and V components are depicted

as occurrring simultaneously, they in fact occurred in sequence, for

example, crf, then va, then crf, then V. Trials with a lid response

during crf and va were designated as the cheating responses since lifting

the lid during these components had been prohibited. Since va components

lasted 6 min. while crf and training components lasted 2 min. each, the

values for crf and training were multiplied by 3 to facilitate comparison.

Components 1 through 3, representing sessions, show this boy's

baseline performance following two initial practice sessions in which the

prohibition instructions we:e repeated. Characteristic of this subject's
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performance is a rapid ac-uisition of a high to of cheating with little

differential effect of the two sche::lules of reinforceent. Luring training,

an average of 20 trials involved lid responses. The subject used the lid

during crf and va almost as often as during training even though using

the lid during crf and va had been prohibited. During the 9th components,

marked "01", an observer who was a staff member familiar to the subject

simply sat with the subject during the first half of the session. The

rationale for this manipulation was to establish the cheating response as

deception on the part of the subject. If he cheated when the observer

was absent but die. not cheat when the observer was present, it would!

be established that the subject was choosing to violate the prohibition.

The introduction of an observer resulted in complete suppression of cheating

in va but only a moerate reduction of cheating in crf. The possibility

that the boy had not comprehended the instructions led to a repetition

of tlie.original
instructions and the introduction of a second observer,

:;09u. The data demonstrate, this to have been effective in clearing up

any iaisunderstanding; the boy cheated when the observer was absent but

cheating was completely suppressed in both crf and va when the observer

was present. The observer manipulation was performed 9 times. The overall

effects can be seen in Fig. 3 which shows, for crf, the average percentages

of correct and incorrect responses which were made during the 0 baseline

components, bar graph A, during the last seven components with an observer

present, bar graph B, an" finally curing the first through fifth components

following the removal of the last seven observers, bar graphs 1 through 5.

The left bar in each pair represents the percentage total correct

responses with the mashaded area indicating
the proportion of that

percentage involving cheating. The right bar represents the percentage

incorrect responses made with cross-hatching indicating incorrect responses
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with interresponse times, or II12s, greatc:: than 5 sec. This arbitrary

differentiation of incorrect responses with I'lTs less than 5 sec. from

those with ras greater than 5 sec. separated bursts of incorrect responses

from more spaced responding, spaced responding being more efficient in

a DaL schedule. Thus, Airing baseline, bar graph A, 94 percent of the

responses were correct and all involve: cheating. Looking now at perfor-

mance during surveillance, bar graph D, there is a markec, decrease

in correct responses to 23 percent. All these responses, however, were

without cheating. Of the 77 percent incorrect responses Luring

surveillance, approximately two-thirds of that percentage involved LlTs

greater than 5 sec.; thus, spaced responding predominated. Looking now

at the last five pairs of bar graphs, during the first component following

suveillance, bar graph 1, cheating recovered to 50 percent of the baseline

rate and steadily increased through the fifth component following suveillance

to about 75 percent of the baseline rate. In addition, the proportion

of correct responses without cheating remainee, relatively stable, moreso

than the interresponse time for incorrect responses. Data for va are

redundant in all respects and will not be presented.

Fig. show basline data for Subject 2. This boy was 16 years olZ

and had an I:1 of 79 on the WAIS. He also functioned academically at a

third grade level and had a history of antisocial behavior similar to

Subject l's. This figure indicates that the crf and va schedules controlled

differential rates of cheating for this subject, with cheating in crf

more frequent than in V I. A similar misunderstanding of instructions also

became evident with this subject and was corrected in the same fashion

as with Subject 1. Fig. 5 shows that following the 33rd component

cheating gradually decreased in frequency. The limited hold of the DT1L

schedule was shortened from 5 sec. to 1 sec. at component L:5 thus increasing
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the difficulty of the task. Following Yais .anipulation, cheating increased

in both crf an i \fl although the rate of crf reciainerl higher. This graph

also indicates the teporary nature of suppression prouced by surveillance.

As shown in Fig. 6 for Subject 1, the first punishnent, indicate,: by

'Ti", occurred following component Cl. Punishment consisted of a response

cost 'or fine of 15 tokens, approximately 1/10 of, the subjects' daily

earnings. PunisMent was contingent upon the first cheating response

in a preselected component. This resulted in nearly complete suppression

through coLlponent 33 at which point partial recovery occurred. The

second punishment, '4 ", produced more shor-lived suppression than the

first. Fig. 7 shows, fGr this subject, the average correct and incorrect

response Percentages during crf for 4 consecutive blocks of 5 components

foliating the two punishtdents. These data are relevant for coulparing

the effects of punishnent an surveillance on accuracy in the absence of

cheating. The first block of components, 1 through 5, where suppression

of cheating was nost mapiete, shows that 96 percent of the responses

were incorrect and only a fifth of this percentage involves: spacec.1

responding; Recall that during suveillance-proeuce.:7 suppression, 2/3

of the incorrect responses were spaced. responses. Also, 2 percent correct

response without cheating during punishment-produced suppression

is in marked contrast to the 23 percent correct responses without

cheating during suveillance-proAiced suppression. Cheating returned to

baseline level by the 20th component following puni-shment but bursts

of incorrect responses predolainated over spaced respon:qing. To indicate

the degree of disruption associated with punishment, Subject 1 emitteC. a

burst of 297 incorrect responses during a single crf component following

punishment.



Fig. 0 shows the effects of punish. Lent on Subject 2's ance.

The first punishiaent proAlced complete suppression for 3 components

followed by recovery which also indicated differential sche-:.ule contrL1;

recovery being core rapid. during crf. The second punihsnent produce,'

total suppression for sessions. Evidence of disruption air this

subject inclu(:ef' a gradual deterioration of accuracy and his expression of

dissatisfaction with ane resistance to further participation in the

experiment.

This study has shown that both surveillance and punish,aent decreasee

the rate of cheating. Although punishment producee more longlacting

suppression, it also resulted in a disruption of the subjects' perfor;.tance,

reflected in d.ecreasee accuracy and bursts of responeing, which surveillance

id not produce. This suggests that 1f accuracy or learning a ,'iscrimination

is important, the disruption producee by punishment nay be a side- effect

incompatible with that objective. Following punishment, the subject may

be less capable of making the eiscrinination and therefore uore likely

to revert to cheating. Cne way of enhancing the therapeutic use of

punishment would be to initially decrease the difficulty of the task thus

making it easier for the individual to succeed in the task without

cheating; then, at soue later Lille, the task could be returned to its

original level of :ifficulty. 17e also foun that, o2 the two experimenters

running the subjects, suppression following punishment was more pronounced

,:using sessions run by the experimenter who ha:: actililly administered

punishment in contrast to the one who hoZ. not.

An obvious alternative to punishing the subject for cheating is

reinforcing hi:1 for not engaging in the prohibiter behavior. L study

now in progress is being con-2ucted to examine the suppression that may

be produced by reinforcenent for not cheating.
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Finally, be prc.ceue a. pl,:.ye iis stuc.y, by rayealiag

subjects r ...isue:na:.ings '.1.1.1241:13 ne first :7,7se:.-yation, has shown

that an objective :eterinatioll o.F Lhe su:.leci:s un:l.el-s1:anclins of a

prohibition shoul. be preliuinary to any classificaticya of the suliject's

behavior as cheating,. In aclitf,on, the proceure has ,:..ei:ionstrate.... that

analysis of both prohibite,:. an::. nonprohibite: behnvior can proviJe

infor...lation that is both necessary an'J valuable fr assassins the nature

of the suppression of cheating proc1uce7.1 by various experiental operations.
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